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Introduction 
During the last few years several authors [1] took up research in a 
field which belongs to the theory of invariants without using the Clebsch-
Weitzenbock symbols. It stands to reason that this caused tedious calcu-
lations, while in some cases the simple basic relations between the 
comitants of the forms were screened. Recently W. S. MARTINENKO [2], 
following suggestions by A. S. SMOGORZJEFSKY determined for some 
metrical geometries, defined by means of a cubic curve, in six different 
cases, the line element of the corresponding differential geometry and 
deduced from this the minimal curves. Due to the unsymmetrical form 
of the basic cubic and to the inhomogeneous treatment of the problem 
many details escaped attention and in some cases the results are only 
partial. In this field of research the Clebsch-Weitzenbock symbols provide 
the results for the general cubic without any difficulty. 
In the days when CLEBSCH and GoRDAN were dealing with the complete 
system of the ternary cubic form [3] and the classification of the corres-
ponding curves no other metrisations than the euclidean and the non-
euclidean with respect to a conic curve were considered. Since that time, 
however, metrical research has largely evolved, and to-day it seems to 
be of use to discuss the metrisation by means of connexes and curves, 
a.3 special cases of connexes. 
M etrisation of the binary domain 
In order to define a distance function in the binary domain one can 
take any two different forms f/Jxn, "Pxn of the same degree and define the 
distance of the points x and y to be 
(q:>X)" (1JIY)" 
s(x, y) = k In (9'11)" (tp:r:)", 
where k is a constant. Evidently we have then 
s(x, y) = -s(y, x), 
s(x, y)+s(y, z) = s(x, z). 
The distance of a point to itself is indefinite if it is a common point of 
the sets (q;x)n=O, (1px)n=O; eliminating this case by taking two forms 
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with non-vanishing resultant the points satisfying (q;x)"=0 or (VJX)"=O 
have a distance - oo and + oo respectively to any other point and an 
indefinite distance to themselves. For all other points the distance to 
themselves is zero. 
The points at a given distance from x form a set of n points, deter-
mined by 
This method of metrisation is a direct generalisation of that in non-
euclidean geometry, arising from two linear forms aa; and ba: which, as 
they appear symmetrically in the definition of the distance, can be con-
sidered to be the roots of a quadratic form wz2. 
Indeed for two linear forms aa; and ba: we have 
(ay) (bx) 
s(x, y) =kIn (ax) (by)= kIn ((baxy)), 
where ((baxy)) indicates the cross-ratio. The points at a given distance 
from x are specified by 
(ay)(bx)- A(ax)(by) = 0 
the points (ax)= 0, (by)= 0 being the points with indefinite distance to 
themselves and "at infinity" with respect to any other point. 
M etrisation of the plane 
In the plane we can use two different connexes of the same degree in 
x for a measuring of distances and any two connexes of the same degree 
in u' for the measurement of angles between straight lines. 
If the connexes are 
(au')m (~X'x)", (bu')"'({J'x)" 
the distance can be defined by 
or 
where 
(au')m (bu')l' (cx'x)" ({J'y)" 
s(x, y) = k In (au')m (bu')" (cx'y)" ({J'x)"' u' = (xy) 
s(x, y) =kIn (1- (tfn)) 
t = (au')m (bu')" [(cx'y)n ({J'x)n- (cx'x)n ({J'y)"] 
n = (au')m (bu')" (~X'y)n ({J'x)n 
The distance of a point to itself is now indefinite if m and p, are not both 
zero! But if y tends to x along a curve ending with a definite tangent 
in x we shall have lim s(x, y) = 0, as t contains the factor which vanishes 
.,...,.!/ 
for x=y irrespective of u', for those cases for which n#O. 
The curves of constant distance to x are of degree m+p,+n, having 
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(m+{t)-tuple points in x, With tangents to the branches given by 
(au')m(bu')"'((X.'x)n-1(/f'x)n-l((X.'fJ'u') = 0 l 
(u'x) = 0 ~ 
The curves of distance zero, specified by t = 0 have at x an ( m + f.t + l )-
tuple point as t contains a factor of the type ( .. u') more than the general 
distance curve! 
A transition to inhomogeneous coordinates follows with 
Yi = Xt+~t 
X1 =X Xz=Y Xs=l 
~2 = y' ~3 = 0 
(u1', uz', us')= (u, v, ~)=II~ ~, ~II or u = -y', V= l w=xy' -y. 
Dually we can use two connexes of the same degree in u' for the angles, 
but by using powers of those used for the distance function resulting 
in forms of the same degree in u' one can avoid the necessity of using 
four connexes. 
Choosing two curves A=(a'x)11 , B=(b'x)n the curves of constant 
distance are 
(a'x)n(b'y)n-.A.(a'u)n(b'x)n = 0. 
These are the curves of the pencil on the initial curves and provide a 
minimal direction at x on the tangent to the curve of the pencil passing 
through x. The points on both curv-es are at distance + oo of - oo from 
any other point of the plane. The basic points of the pencil have an 
indefinite distance to themselves. These basic points are the "envelope" 
of all "circles" of the geometry. 
(Fu')K and ((J)u')K being the, eventually degenerated, tangential 
equations of the curve, are of the class !n(n-l) and canbe used for 
the measuring of angles. Curves of constant angle with a given straight 
line are the class curves of the range on F and (]). The basic tangents 
form an infinite angle with all other lines and an indefinite angle between 
themselves. 
From non-euclidean geometry it is well-known that with respect to 
a conic having the point equation (.Q'x)2 =0 and the corresponding class 
equation (.Qu')2 = 0 a distance function can be defined by 
. 11 (.Qa:y)2 
Sill ks = r 2 (.Q'a:)2 (.Q'y)2. 
Such a metric can therefore be used if the connex has a degree 2 in x 
for the measuring of distances, whereas for a degree 2 in u' it can be 
used for the angles. Any 2-2-connex can be used in this way for distance 
of points and angles between lines simultaneously. 
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If a connex is of higher degree one can reduce the degree by polari-
sation until a degree ,;;;: 2 is left. For the connex (au')m(iX'x)2n e.g. one 
can use 
(.Q' X)2 = (au')m (ix'x)n-1 (iX'y)n-1 (iX' X)2 = 0. 
Where the complete system of a conic consists of 
(u'x), (.Q'x)2, (.Qu')2, (.Q.Q')2, 
providing one absolute invariant 
(u'x)2 (.Q.Q')2 
(.Q'x)2 (.Qu')2' 
corresponding to the distance in non-euclidean geometry of the point 
x to the line u' there is no other way of defining a geometry with a conic 
than the non-euclidean, if it shall be projectively invariant. Curves of 
higher degree provide a great number of comitants, which can be used 
in pairs. The cubic form, having 31 non trivial comitants [3], which 
can be used in pairs, among which are 9 comitants, which are at least 
in one of the two variables of degree two, and three comitants, which 
are quadratic in both variables, namely for f=(a'x)3=0, 
() = (a'b'u')2 (a'x) (b'x), a= (su')2 (a's) (a'x)2, 't' = (tu')2(ta') (a'x)2 
where 
(su')3 = (a'b'c') (a'b'u') (a'c'u') (b'c'u'), (tu')3 =(a's) (b's) (u's) (a'b'u')2, 
gives more than 450 different metrical geometries. 
Examples 
a. M etrisation by two projectivities 
Let A= (au')(iX'x) and B = (bu')({Jx') be two collineations. By means 
of these connexes we have a distance given by 
(au') (1X1Y) (bu') (fJ'x) 
s(x, y) = k ln (au') (1X'x) (bu') ({J'y), u' = (xy). 
As here (au')(bu')[(iX'x)((J'y)- (iX'y)({J'x)] = (au')(bu')(iX' (J'u') the "circles 
with radius zero" are straight lines, the tangents to a curve of the third 
class. Curves of constant distance to x are 
(axy)(iX'x) (bxy) ({J'y)- J..(axy)(iX'y) (bxy) ({J' x) = 0 
and consist of cubic curves having nodes at x, the tangents to the 
branches being 
(1-J..)(axy)(iX'x) · (bxy)({J'x) = 0 
Thus if J..+ 1, i.e. for a distance different from zero, these tangents are the 
same lines for all "circles about x as a centre". For A= 1 the cubic 
degenerates into three straight lines, the tangents to the indicated curve 
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of the third class. The two tangents at the node coincide if x, Ax, Bx 
are collinear, that is, if xis on the curve passing through the nine points 
x =Ax, x = Bx, Ax= Bx having the equation 
(abx) (cX'x) ({J'x) = 0, 
which is the cubic of vanishing angles in the measuring of angles by 
means of the same projectivities. The pencil of cubics of constant distance 
to x has 6 of its basic points in x and there are three left, which must be 
at the tangential points on the zero-lines through x with the cubic of 
the third class (au')(bu')(cX' {J'u') = 0. Indeed, the pencil of "concentric 
circles" is given on two degenerated cubics, one consisting of the line 
joining x and Ax and the conic (bxy)({J'y) = 0, which passes through the 
invariant points of the collineation B, tangent at the line joining x and Bx 
in x, whereas the other is the analogue, interchanging A and B. The 
third point on a line xz through the node x is given by x + pz, where p 
has to be determined from 
(axz) (cX'x) + p(axz) (cX'z) = 0, 
(bxz) ({J'x) + p(bxz) ({J'z) = 0, 
for each of the curves. Eliminating p the point of intersection must satisfy 
(axz) (bxz) (eX' {J'(xz')) = 0 
which shows that xz is tangent to (au')(bu')(cX'{J'u')=O. 
The conic (axy)(cX'x) clearly degenerates if and only if 
(a1aax) (acX1') {cX'x) {cXz'x) = 0, 
that is: if x, Ax, A2 x are collinear, which means that xis on the invariant 
lines of the collineation A. 
b. Metrisation by (J of a cubic (a'x)3 
Using the connex fJ= (a'b'u')2(a'x)(b'x) for a quasi-non-euclidean metric 
lines of distance zero are given by 
(lh'{}z'u')2 (fJ1u')2 (fJzu')2 = (a'b'u')2 (c'd'u')2 (a'c'u') (b'd'u') = (Fu')& 
This shows that the minimal curves are straight lines, the tangents to 
the cubic, which is evident as (Fu')& is generated by the Clebsch trans-
formation of the discriminant -of the binary cubic axa, being (ab)2(cd)2 
(ac)(bd). The curves of angle zero are given by 
(fJ1fJzx)2 (D1'x)2 (D2'i)2 = ((a'b')(c'd')x)2 (a'x)(b'x)(c'x)(d'x) = 
~(a'b'c')2 (a'x) (b'x) (c'x) ·I= ~H ·I= 0, 
and so this curve degenerates into the . cubic and its Hessian. Circles 
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about the centre x are 
(a'b'u')2 (a'x) (b'x) · (c'd'u')2 (c'y) (d'y)+ 
-A.(a'b'u')2 (a'x) (b'y) · (c'd'u')2 (c'x)(d'y) = 0, u' = (xy), 
being curves of degree 6, having fourhold points at x, with two of the 
tangents to the branches being fixed in the tangents through x at its 
polar conic with respect to (a'x)a. 
Decomposing () in polars of I= (a'x)3 we have 
i(a'b'(xy))2(a'x)(b'y) = t[(a'x)(b'y)-(a'y)(b'x)]2 = I·D2-D12 
and so for any given special cubic the line element of the differential 
geometry and the curves of constant distance to x can be written 
explicitly using these polar forms. 
For a cubic with a cusp we can choose the canonical form x3- 3y2z = 0 
giving 
so 
with 
I= x3-3y2z 
D1 =x2g-2yz'Yj-y2C, 
Ds = e2x- 21JCy- rj2z, 
F" = (4u3- 9v2w)w3, 
H = wg2. 
t = (Fu')6 =- [4y'3+ 9xy'...,- 9yJ(xy' -y)a 
n = Oa:a: = (x3 _ 3y2) (x _ y'2) _ (x2 _ 2yy')2 = (x3 + y2)y'2 _ 4x2yy' + 3xy2, 
as g = I, 'YJ = y', C = 0 has to be substituted. 
For the measuring of angles q; we have 
where 
or with 
() = u2y2- 2vwxy + w2xz 
k* dp = VH·f 
du e 
-"~'O-"~'ldv, v' I 
us = 'Ul = ' -d =U 'X=--,-, y=-,-u uv -v · uv -v 
giving explicitly 
k* drp = Vv'[v'S+3uv'-3v) .. 
du (uv'-v)(u2+3vv'-uv'2) 
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c. .Metrisation by Q of a cubic (a'x)3 
Taking the next connex of (a'x)3 , of degree three in u', 
Q = (a'b'u')2 (a'c'u') (b'x) (c'x)2, 
the circles of radius zero are 
(d' x)S. (a'b'u')2 (a' c'u') (b'y) (c'y)2- (d'y)S. (a'b'u')2 (a' c'u') (b'x) (c'x)2 = 0 l 
u' = (xy) ~ 
whereas the circles about the centre x form the pencil of curves of degree 
6 having triple points at x of whioh each of the terms of the first relation 
is an exemplar. 
Either by transformation by the principle of Clebsch of the binary [4] 
identities 
or directly in the ternary representation by transforming identically 
a symbol d' into (a'c'u') it is clear that modulo {(u'x), (u'y)} the circles 
of radius zero are given by 
20xy2 + !OxxOyy = 0 
The line element in the corresponding differential geometry in inhomo-
geneous form is then clearly 
ds 0xx2 
dx = (a'x)3 (Q'y)3 
in which the values for y', u, v, w, indicated above have to be inserted. 
Written in polars 
Q = -2D13+3/D1D2-Dsf2, for u' = (xy) 
In the special case of a cubic with a cusp in the standard form 
x3-3y2z = 0 
we have 
Oxx = (x3- 3y2) (x- y'2)- (x2- 2yy')2 = - { (x3 + y2) y'2- 3xy2- 4x2yy'} 
and the denominator of the line element is (a'x)3 multiplied into 
or 
- Q = 2y(3x3-y2) y'3+ 3x2 (5y2+x3)y'2- 6xy(x3+ 3y2)y' + 3y2(x3- 3y2). 
As has already been stated the multiplicity of the node of a circle of 
radius zero is one higher than that of other circles about the centre x. 
Here the fourfold point at the centre of the zero-circle has branches 
touching in pairs to one of the two minimal directions given by 
(a'b'(xc5))2 (a'x) (b'x) = 0, 
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showing that the minimal directions are the tangents from x to the polar 
conic of x, if they are produced in a straight line. Coincident minimal 
directions are possible only on the discriminant curve of 0, which, as has 
been shown above, degenerates into the cubic and its Hessian. The cubic 
itself is the envelope of the minimal curves, whereas the Hessian, which 
for the cubic curve is the same as the Steinerian, represents the locus of 
the nodes of the minimal curves. 
Comparing the results of the last two examples with those obtained 
by W. S. MARINENKO in his geometry of the Neyl-parabola one observes 
that some factors are lost by him in the inhomogeneous treatment, 
especially leading to a loss of the Hessian curves, which do not appear 
in his final result, as should be the case. 
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